SEE WHAT’S NEW

Globus for Box
• New premium connector now generally available
  • Ask for a demo!

Feature Updates
• Protected data support
  • HTTPS support
  • New web app (have you tried it?)

LISTEN & LEARN (see reverse for schedule details)

Presentations
• “Publishing and Serving Machine Learning Models with DLHub”
• “Petrel: A Programmatically Accessible Research Data Service”
• “Scalable Parallel Programming in Python with Parsl”

Briefings
• “What’s New with Globus”
  • “GCS v5 Q&A”

Panel
• “Jupyter at Scale: HPC and Scientific Facilities”

ENGAGE

Globus UI Testing
• Provide direct feedback to our UI designers and developers in one-on-one usability testing
• Schedule a 15, 30, or 45-minute session Tuesday or Wednesday
• Ask for details at the Globus table

Office Hours
• Our expert support team will be onsite to get your questions answered, whether you’re a new user or seasoned admin
• 10-4 Tues & Wed in Skyway 260

Every day at the Globus table:
• Live Globus web app and connector demos
• Q&A with our experts

TUESDAY:
• UI Testing: Help make Globus better! .................. 8-10, Skyway 260
• Office Hours with the Globus expert support team. . . .10-4, Skyway 260
• Briefing: What's New with Globus ................. 12:50-1:20, Skyway 260
• Briefing: Globus Connect Server v5 Q&A. .... 3-3:30, Skyway 260
• UI Testing: Help make Globus better! ............... 4-5, Skyway 260

WEDNESDAY:
• UI Testing: Help make Globus better! ............... 8-10, Skyway 260
• Office Hours with the Globus expert support team. . . .10-4, Skyway 260
• Paper: DLHub (in "Facilitate ML Adoption" session). .11-12:30, Gold Coast
• Briefing: What's New with Globus ................. 12:50-1:20, Skyway 260
• Paper: Petrel (in “Science Gateways” session). .... 1:30-3, Crystal A
• Briefing: Globus Connect Server v5 Q&A. .... 3-3:30, Skyway 260
• Paper: Parsl (in "Frameworks III" session). ......... 3:30-5, Crystal C
• Panel: Jupyter at Scale: HPC & Scientific Facilities). 3:30-5, Regency AB
• UI Testing: Help make Globus better! ............... 4-5, Skyway 260